Sounding rockets provide both a viable and convenient alternative to more costly vehicular flights with one of the major objectives being to test various types of sensors for monitoring components of high interest as well as developing realtime signal processing techniques. Signal processing, especially in real-time, presents an extreme challenge in this noisy flight or at sea environments. The estimation and tracking of modal frequencies from vibrating structures is the an important set of features that can provide information about the components under test; therefore, high resolution multichannel spectral processing is required. In this paper we discuss the application of both single/multichannel techniques that can be applied to solve this challenging problem in the case of noisy, uncertain accelerometer measurements.
INTRODUCTION
Dynamic structural systems operating in the air and at sea employ a variety of subsystems ranging from airfoils for flight or engines for propulsion [1] - [5] . In these subsystems, whether they be in-flight aboard an aircraft or on a ship at sea, critical components must be monitored in real-time for safety and in some cases survival. Therefore, mechanical systems operating in noisy environments create a challenging monitoring problem in order to estimate their signatures in real-time and predict potential anomalies that can lead to catastrophic failure. The development of signal processing techniques to monitor the performance of single as well as multichannel algorithms offer an interesting dilemma.
Single channel or more formally, single input/single output (SISO) processors are clearly much faster leading directly to the potential of real-time techniques-an important property when considering the monitoring of critical system components during operations. Multichannel processors lead to better enhancement of noisy data employing model-based schemes based on the underlying dynamics that incorporate mutual coupling information. Therefore, the ability to extract features that may be heavily attenuated at each single measurement channel individually, but available, when using all of the channels collectively-leads to a distinct multiple input/multiple output (MIMO) advantage. Unfortunately, even the most efficient approaches of multichannel processing remain a serious challenge for signal processors diminishing the hope of developing a real-time MIMO technique due to hardware limitations.
Micro-mechanical-electrical-systems (MEM) sensors have become commonplace in mechanical structures enabling the implementation of MIMO measurement systems. Dynamic structural systems exist in a wide variety of applications including ships, submarines as well as autonomous vehicles for undersea operations. Many such systems operating at sea or in the air employ subsystems ranging from machinery for propulsion or reactor components as simple as pipes carrying cooling for control or airfoils for flight. Here the critical components must be monitored in real-time for safety and in some cases survival. The basic approach for a single channel, tri-axial accelerometer is to measure its response when the structure (flight/sea vibrations) are excited. Once the noisy data are digitized and pre-processed (filtered, normalized etc.), its spectrum is estimated and the corresponding spectral peaks determined to extract the modal frequencies. However, instead of this classical approach, we can develop "fast" SISO algorithms ranging from a fixed classical method based on raw data [12] to modern parametric methods based on the input/output measurement and the classical spectral peak-picking methods [4] . With the spectral peaks extracted locating the corresponding modal frequencies, they can be provided as input to a frequency tracker for subsequent monitoring [5] .
Driven by the quest to develop a real-time, MIMO processing system, we first investigate the application of a single channel (Burg lattice [12] ) algorithm to all channels individually and compare its performance to that of a fast multichannel algorithm (unweighted principal component subspace) for a thin plate attached to a fixture incorporated in a sounding rocket sensor investigation flight. Here the features of interest are the underlying modal frequencies of the plate for monitoring. The primary purpose of this effort is to explore the ability of MEM accelerometer sensors to gather multichannel data telemetering it to ground-based receivers for processing. Once the data are collected, the single versus multichannel processors are applied to extract the salient features of the plate during the variety phases of flight (launch, separation, apogee). The primary idea, from the signal processing perspective, is to evaluate the performance of the single channel to that of the multichannel processor in order to decide if it is capable of gathering enough modal information to monitor the critical components in real-time.
The vibrational response of a thin plate structure (the socalled "crepe") in a noisy environment using both single as well as multichannel accelerometer (tri-axial) sensors provides a viable test-bed from a modal response perspective. We first perform a detailed analysis of the plate using a sophisticated synthesizer (COMSOL) followed by ground testing and then the actual sounding rocket flight [13] . The approach we take after pre-processing the raw vibration data and removing any extraneous disturbances is to identify a representation of the structural system along with its subsystems that capture its salient features. Both processors, SISO/MIMO assume a well-known dynamic structure characterized by its underlying modes: frequencies and shapes. Here we briefly discuss the single channel lattice technique followed by the MIMO constrained subspace identification technique for modal frequency feature extraction. This effort is an extension of our previous work now incorporating a MIMO data acquisition system that "captures" the coupled modal response of the structure on all channels simultaneously in flight.
The thin plate structure is attached to a heavy, thick deck plate driven by the rocket rigid-body modes providing an input for the MIMO algorithm. The thin plate resonates during flight with its response data captured by the measurement system consisting of three (3) MEM accelerometers positioned along on the deck plate for input excitation measurements as well as two (2) accelerometers measuring the output vibrational response totaling five (5) tri-axial sensor channels (9-inputs and a 6-output channels).
In this Sec. 2, we briefly motivate the structural dynamic system starting from the basic mechanical representation of a SISO MCK-model and introduce an "all-pole" model to be employed in the subsequent techniques to handle noisy measurement data. A MIMO representation of the MCKmodel is also briefly introduced and transformed to state-space form enabling the development of the multichannel spectral estimator to follow. Parametric spectral estimation techniques (Burg lattice) using these models are introduced in Sec. 3 leading to the SISO processing schemes. MIMO estimators are developed in Sec. 4 leading to the "full" I/O (OvM) 1 and unweighted principal component (UPC) methods. In Sec. 5, a MCK-system simulation using the sophisticated commercial finite element software package COMSOL is discussed and used to synthesize time series to generate "truth" data for a thin plate test object. Ground test data is also developed to validate the COMSOL model outputs. Sounding rocket flight test data along with pre-processing and SISO/MIMO spectral estimation results are discussed in Sec. 6. We summarize our results and conclusions in the final section.
BACKGROUND

A. Sounding Rockets
Sounding rocket testing is well-founded providing a reasonable approach to evaluate the performance of both sensor suites 1 We use the OvM annotation for the I/O processor to signify its developers [9] . and processing techniques especially in a noisy, complex, real-time environment. A typical sounding rocket along with an accompanying experimental test bed is shown in Fig. 1 . The payload consists of a set of "deck plates" enabling the inclusion of a variety of self-contained experiments that communicate and extract power from the available rocket avionics as illustrated in (a). The corresponding LLNL experimental unit consists of the following instrumented components: deck plate, enclosure, circuit boards and CREPE (thin plate) as shown in (b) and (c). It was designed to test the performance of the miniature MEM accelerometers with accompanying analogto-digital (A/D) converters along with gathering vibrational response data from the drum-like, CREPE attached below the deck plate housing the experiment. Accelerometer data were digitized, collected and telemetered to the ground monitoring station for eventual processing. Flights to follow will incorporate on-board, real-time, signal processing.
B. Multiple Input/Multiple Output Mechanical Systems
The development of multiple input/multiple output (MIMO) techniques for potential real-time modal tracking implies that we must investigate robust approaches that have successfully demonstrated the required capability. The advantage of a multichannel identifier is that it incorporates all of the mutual/cross coupling information into the processor providing a reasonable "fit" enabling an extraction of the modal frequencies and tracking (see Refr. [5] for details). Unfortunately, the processor is computationally intensive and most-likely will not be able to perform in real-time-our goal! Some effort has been developed to provide"fast" methods to create Subspace IDentification (SID) techniques to alleviate this computational problem providing a potential real-time solution [9] - [11] . The basic concept is that the process or vibrational system under consideration is modeled using system identification techniques to "fit" modal models to the data [7] , [15] .
Most structures or equivalently vibrational systems are multiple input/multiple output systems that are easily captured within a state-space framework. For instance, a linear, timeinvariant mechanical system can be expressed as a second order vector-matrix, differential equation given by
where d is the N d × 1 displacement vector, p is the N p × 1 excitation force, and M , C d , K, are the N d × N d lumped mass, damping, and spring constant matrices characterizing the vibrational process model, respectively. Defining the 2N dstate vector in terms of the displacement and its derivative as x(τ ) := d(τ ) |ḋ(τ ) , then the continuous-time statespace representation of this process can be expressed aṡ
The corresponding measurement or output vector relation can be characterized by
where the constant matrices: C a , C v , C d are the respective acceleration, velocity and displacement weighting matrices of appropriate dimension lead to a generic vibrational measurement as:
where the output or measurement vector is y ∈ R Ny×1 along with the appropriately dimensioned system, input and measurement matrices completing the MIMO vibrational model. The modal representation of a mechanical system in statespace form provides insight into the vibrational response of a system when based on its embedded eigen-structure [2] , [3] . Modes and mode shapes expose the internal structure and its response to various excitations. This representation can be found from state-space systems by transforming the states of a given representation to modal space which is accomplished through an eigen-decomposition in the form of a similarity transformation such that the continuous-time system matrices Σ := {A c , B c , C c , D c } are transformed to modal coordinates by the transformation matrix T M constructed of the eigenvectors of the underlying system that yielding an "equivalent" system
with identical transfer functions and impulse (or covariance) responses [16] . Thus, the complex modal state-space system is given bẏ
Since we sample the continuous-time system, we use a discrete-time state-space representation and transform it back to the continuous-time domain for our application when required. The generic deterministic, linear, time invariant statespace model is defined by its system matrix A, input transmission matrix B, output or measurement matrix C and direct input feed-through matrix D for discrete-time systems as
with the states, inputs and outputs given by x ∈ R Nx×1 , u ∈ R Nu×1 , y ∈ R Ny , respectively, and the appropriately dimensioned system, input transmission, output and input/output matrices defined by A Nx×Nx , B Nx×Nu , C Ny×Nx and D Ny×Nu .
C. Constrained Mechanical Systems
An identification approach for our MCK-system is to first extract the state-space model Σ ABCD := {A, B, C, D} from data and then estimate the discrete system eigenvalues (z i = e fi t ; i = 1, · · · , N M ); and finally transform them directly to modal space using the impulse-invariant transformation providing an estimate of the N M -modal frequencies. These results follow based on the state-space (discrete) representation of Eq. 5, that is, the eigenvalues λ(A) of the system matrix A are invariant under a similarity transformation (T M ) to modal form [16] . Mode shapes can also be extracted directly (if desired) from the eigenvectors of the modal transformation (similarity) matrix T M and the measurement/output matrix C after calculating the natural frequencies of the identified MCK-system [2] , [3] . An immediate consequence of our problem is that we need only extract the system (A) and output (C) matrices; therefore, we can restrict the problem to be of the output-only class simplifying the ensuing algorithm considerably.
For our MCK-system, we actually have a constrained (MCK) state-space representation given by:
with the discrete eigenvalues {z i } of the extracted system matrix A
SINGLE CHANNEL SPECTRAL ESTIMATION
The parametric approach to spectral estimation is based on the underlying assumption that the measured data under investigation evolved from a process that can be represented by a selected model set. Here we briefly develop the corresponding models, the parametric approach and the basic lattice (Burg) technique for spectral estimation.
A. ARMAX Model
The discrete-time input-output or transfer function model is usually presented in the frequency domain with Laplace transforms. Similarly in the discrete-time case, it is called the pulse transfer function model and is given in terms of the Ztransform by [8] , [16] 
where A and B are polynomials in terms of the complex variables z or z −1
If we consider the equivalent time domain representation, then we have a difference equation relating the output sequence {y(t)} to the input sequence {u(t)} obtained from the inverse Z-transform. We use the backward shift (delay) operator q with the property that q −k y(t) = y(t − k).
or,
) When the system is excited by both deterministic and random inputs, the models are given by the autoregressive-moving average model with exogenous inputs (ARMAX)
where A, B, C, are polynomials, and {e(t)} is a white noise source, and
B. Spectral Estimation: Single Input/Single Output (SISO) Systems
The parametric spectral estimation approach for a SISO mechanical system is a three step procedure to obtain the spectral estimate by using estimated model parameters. The major advantage of these parametric methods is that higher frequency resolution is achievable, since the data are not windowed [12] .
The basic spectral relations follow directly from linear systems with random inputs [8] . The measurement of the output spectrum of a process is related to the input spectrum by the factorization relations (in terms of the Z-transform 2 )
where x is the input process, H is the linear system transfer function, and y is the measurement. In summary, the modern method of parametric spectral estimation is given by:
• Select a representative model set (AR, ARMA, Lattice) • Estimate the model parameters from the data, that is given
The Z-transform is the discrete-time equivalent of the Laplace transform of continuous time (previous section) and is related through the impulse invariant transformation given by Z = e ∫ T .
• Estimate the PSD using these parameters, that is,
A(z −1 ) and S ee (z) =R ee 1) Spectral Estimation: Autoregressive (All Pole) Methods: A special case of interest is the autoregressive (AR) model (ARMAX(N a , 0, 1)). The AR or all-pole model is characterized by the difference equation
where y is the measured data, e is a zero mean, white noise sequence with variance R ee and A is an N a -th order polynomial in backward shift operator, q −1 with roots being the discrete-time system poles.
Taking Z-transforms, we have
where
If we substitute H AR for H, we obtain the AR power spectrum as (18) or since S ee (z) = R ee T , we have
which is the desired representation of the all-pole spectral density. Here recall that T is the associated sampling interval with corresponding sampling frequency f s = 1 T . Note also that the spectral estimation procedure requires that we first estimate the AR model parameters, ({â i },R ee ) from the data and then form the estimate 3
A(e jΩ ) = 1 + a 1 e jΩt + · · · + a Na e jNaΩt
The estimator can easily be derived by minimizing the socalled prediction error leading to the orthogonality condition and the well-known normal equations [12] .
2) Spectral Estimation: Lattice (Burg) Method : Lattice models find their roots in analog filter designs and in the design of digital filters as well. They have also evolved as equivalent representations of random signals. These filters are based on the lattice design and perform well because of their inherent orthogonality properties [12] .
We are interested in developing an estimate of the signal s(t) based on past measurements and/or past excitations.
The lattice recursion for the i th section at time t is given by
where e f (t, i) is the forward prediction error of the i th section at time t, e b (t, i) is the backward prediction error, and k i is the reflection coefficient of the i th section. The model-based (parametric) problem employing the lattice model can be characterized by minimizing the joint error function in terms of these lattice parameters (reflection coefficients) as in Eq. 19
Minimizing and solving this equation for k i gives
The variance of the lattice recursion can be calculated directly from the recursion, since
If we assume the data are ergodic, then Burg [12] proposed replacing the ensemble averages of Eq. 21 with time averages using only the unwindowed data buffer. Once the reflection coefficients are estimated from the data using for each stage, the prediction error variance (above) is obtained.
MULTICHANNEL SPECTRAL ESTIMATION
In this section we develop the basic innovation model (Kalman filter) and show how it provides an approach to solving the multichannel spectral estimation problem based on systems (realization) theory leading to the robust subspace techniques applied to our MIMO mechanical vibration/model frequency estimation problem. These techniques coupled with high power computers along with the more recent development of fast, reliable, multichannel state-space techniques (e.g. subspace algorithms) have made them a viable approach to solve the multichannel spectral estimation problem.
A. Innovations Model
The underlying innovations (state-space) model evolves as a solution to the basic state estimation problem, that is, to find the minimum variance estimate of the state vector of the Gauss-Markov model in terms of the currently available measurement sequence y(t) [8] . The innovations (INV) model is in fact equivalent to the steady-state Kalman filter solution for stationary processes. That is, the innovations representation of the Kalman filter in "prediction form" is given by (see [8] , [16] for details)
where e(t) is the innovation sequence and K p (t) is the predicted Kalman gain for correlated noise sources cov(w, v) with state error covarianceP (t) given by
where the innovations model can be defined in terms of the Kalman filter parameters by Σ INV := {A, C,P , K p , R ee }.
With this in mind, the "transfer function" of the INV-model is given by
Calculating the measurement covariance corresponding to Σ INV when
gives R yy ( ) = cov[y(t+ )y(t)] = Rŷŷ( )+Rŷ e ( )+R eŷ ( )+R ee ( ) (25) Taking the Z-transform of this relation, we obtain the measurement power spectral density (PSD) in terms of the innovations model as
Using the fact thatŷ
we see that
Thus, the measurement PSD of the innovations model is given by
Since R ee ≥ 0, then the following square-root factorization always exists as R ee = R 1/2 ee (R 1/2 ee ) and therefore, a unique spectral factorization ( Wiener solution) results.
In terms of the equivalent stationary measurement covariance with lag (Λ ) and constant state (Π) and innovations covariances (R ee ), we have
We can construct a Hankel matrix [16] using {Λ } and perform a deterministic realization to obtain the so-called Kalman-Szego-Popov model,
This relationship between this realization of the covariance sequence and the stochastic realization is defined by the Kalman-Szego-Popov equations that can be obtained directly from deterministic realization theory (above). That is, obtaining a minimal realization from the measurement covariance sequence {Λ } enables the extraction of a KSP-model,Σ KSP . With these model parameters available, then the underlying KSP-equations are established aŝ
These relations can be manipulated by first solving for K p in the second KSP-equation of Eq. 28 and substituting the last equation for the innovations covariance R ee so that
Substituting these expressions into the first equation of Eq. 28 above shows that the state error covarianceΠ satisfies a discrete Riccati equation, that is,
With the positive definite Riccati solution now available using the Σ KSP realization, then both R ee and K p can be calculated providing the realization (stochastic) of the innovations model Σ INV from the covariance sequence.
1) Hankel Matrix: A critical property of the Hankel matrix that evolves from systems theory [16] is that it can be factored as
where O K ∈ R KNy×Nx is the observability matrix and C K ∈ R Nx×KNu is the controllability matrix of linear systems theory [14] . An interesting feature of the observability matrix employed by realization algorithms is its inherent shift invariant property, that is, multiplication by the system matrix A shifts the observability matrix "up" ( ↑ )
(32) Obtaining the observability matrix, and solving the relations of Eq. 32 for A enables the extraction of the system matrix using a pseudoinverse (), while identifying the appropriate rows and columns of O identifies the measurement matrix C directly, that is,
Therefore, realization algorithms primary focus is the extract the observability matrix from noisy data in some manner.
B. Spectral Estimation: Multiple Input/Multiple Output (MIMO) Systems
Based on the innovation model, the basic spectral relations follow directly from linear systems with random inputs [8] . The measurement of the output spectrum of a process is related to the input spectrum by the factorization relations.
where e is the innovations process, T e is the multichannel linear system transfer function, and y is the vector measurement. In summary, the modern multichannel method of spectral estimation is given by: 
whereT e (z) =Ĉ(I −Â) −1 )K p and S ee (z) =R ee . 1) Multichannel Spectral Estimation: Unweighted Principal Component (UPC) Subspace Algorithm: Subspace identification (spectral estimation) is a technique to extract (identify) a black-box model in generic state-space form Σ = {A, B, C, D} from uncertain input/output data using linear algebraic methods. It does not assume any a-priori structure and is constrained to linear, time-invariant systems-ideal for our modal frequency problem. The main objective of subspace techniques is to extract the extended observability matrix of systems theory [16] directly from the acquired data first, that is,
Observability Matrix followed by the system model (Σ INV ), second. Subspace methods evolve primarily from projection theory embedded in the stochastic realization [16] . The primary idea, when applied to the "output-only" problem, is to perform an orthogonal projection in a Hilbert space occupied by random vectors. That is, if y f (t) is a random vector (finite) of future outputs and y p (t) a random vector of past outputs
then the orthogonal projection of the "future output data onto the past output data" P y f |yp is invoked by applying the orthogonal projection operator
The idea of projecting a vector onto a subspace spanned by another vector can be extended to projecting a row space of a matrix onto the row space of another matrix [9] , [10] . With this in mind, we define the following block Hankel matrices for future and past data as Y f and Y p .
Invoking the orthogonal projections of the row space of future data Y f onto the row space of past data Y p yields
where the underlying matrices are defined in terms of block Toeplitz covariance matrices, T k with the covariance data assumed to be generated by the innovations model of Eq. 23 such that
or simply the factorization evolves from the observability matrix and the reversed controllability matrix
We also have that T k = E{Y p Y p } is given by the block Toeplitz matrix.
In terms of these matrices, it has been shown [9] that corresponding to this "output-only" representation evolves using the innovations model of Eq. 23, that is,
The state vectors {x k }; k = 0, 1, · · · , K can be augmented to giveX
For any -step in time, we havê
where Y p ( ) = [y( ) · · · y(k + − 1)] . Therefore, incorporating this relation to the orthogonal projection of Eq. 36, we obtain
(41) enabling us to extract both the extended observability matrix as well as the estimated state vectors by applying a singular value decomposition operation, that is,
With the singular value decomposition available, we exploit the projection to extract the system and output measurement matrices as beforê
Summarizing, the unweighted principal component "outputonly" subspace stochastic realization (UPC) algorithm is accomplished using the following steps:
• Create the block Hankel matrix from the measured output sequence, {y(t)};
• Calculate the orthogonal projection matrix P Y f |Yp as in Eq. 36;
• Perform the SVD of the projection matrix to obtain the extended observability and estimated state vector in Eq. 42;
Extract the system matrixÂ using the pseudoinverse () and outputĈ matrices as in Eq. 43;
Once these projections are obtained, then the state estimates are easily obtained from their singular value decomposition. Next we investigate the performance of the various techniques on synthesized COMSOL data. 
LLNL EXPERIMENTAL TEST UNIT: SIMULATION AND GROUND TEST
In this section we discuss the development (design) of the LLNL-experimental unit with the compartmental deck fixture including the thin plate (CREPE) mounted under the deck plate of the sounding rocket in order to provide a significant modal response to the various flight stages to follow. Simulation results of the "free" CREPE responses using COMSOL are shown in Fig. 2 where the structure is excited by a swept chirp input between 35 − 1250Hz. The structural design is shown in (a) along with the predicted mode shapes in (b) with red/blue indicating maxima/minima amplitudes. In Fig.  2 (c) with the asterisk ( * ) denotes the accelerometer positions. We observe the rich spectral response created by the drum-like resonances offering a well-designed test object to evaluate the sensor hardware acquisition system as well as the proposed signal processing to extract the modal frequencies. Besides predicting the modal frequencies the simulation provides the response (time series) data for processing. The identified modal frequencies are shown in (d) which are used as the "true" values in the figures and tables to follow.
In order to validate the COMSOL model response a ground test unit was developed to excite the entire structure. Here we the measured CREPE accelerometer outputs along with their corresponding power spectra. Results from the ground test validated sensor performance along with the modal response (frequencies) of the CREPE and the signal processing techniques utilized to extract them.
SOUNDING ROCKET FLIGHT TEST RESULTS
The results of the sounding rocket flight are discussed in this section. Here we consider a set of various processing options. First, we simply investigate the entire flight record and process it in its entirety to observe the overall spectral content. Next we examine each of the individual component responses of the LLNL experiment available from the judicious accelerometers placements. Finally,we investigate both input/output (MIMO) processing and compare it to output-only processing (ignoring the input measurements) along with both single/multichannel approaches.
The overall test flight data is shown in Fig. 3 where we show the average (Z-direction) raw data in (a) incorporating all of the various flight-stages. Here the objective was to observe the frequency content and validate the operation of our MEM accelerometers as well as the pre-processing performed. In (b) we see the processed input/output responses from the deck plate/CREPE measurements with the corresponding power spectra in (c) along with the list of resonant peaks. The results clearly show that the sensor measurements and processor designs are valid and capable of extracting the modal frequencies of interest. Next we investigated the spectral response of the CREPE over various stages of the sounding rocket flight as spectra and raw tracks illustrated in Fig. 4 . Again using a smoothed spectral estimator, we observe a very consistent response of the CREPE test object during each of the stages as can be observed by the overlapping resonant peaks. These results indicate that any of the stage data is viable for processing and extracting modal frequencies. Also, if any "changes" occur during flight, they can be detected by comparing the stage spectra.
An average spectral comparison of the raw accelerometer measurements for both deck plate and CREPE is displayed along with the CREPE COMSOL "truth" data for signal processing operations including MIMO and output-only techniques using both the subspace as well as SISO lattice (Burg) techniques on each channel individually. The CREPE spectral results for the sounding rocket Campaign 2 flight are shown in Fig. 5 with the deck plate included for comparison as well as the synthesized (COMSOL) truth spectra (turquoise). Both deck plate (blue) and crepe (dashed green) raw spectra are shown on the upper portion of the figure with the identified spectra consisting of large peaks below. The true (COM-SOL) spectra are characterized by strong resonance peaks (turquoise), while the weaker peak resonances of the outputonly identifications are shown (UPC (dashed red) and Burg lattice (solid red)) as well. It is interesting to note that the identified modal frequencies (squares) from the UPC algorithm align quite well with the true (COMSOL) resonances as well as the corresponding spectral estimates. It is also clear from the figure that the raw average spectra of the deck plate and CREPE data overlap somewhat in the low frequency band (150 − 200 Hz) with higher frequency resonances occurring in the CREPE. Comparing the COMSOL simulations with the identified spectra, especially the extracted modal frequencies ("squares"), it is noted that most of the frequencies are extracted after processing. Comparing the output-only unweighted principal component (UPC) state-space identifier to the single channel lattice (dashed to solid red) indicates that the lattice with a high order (25 modes) is capable of extracting the dominant modal frequencies as illustrated in the figure. We observe the quantitative results including the COMSOL truth data (peak detection) for the input/output, output-only and single channel processors. The input/output processor uses the measured deck plate accelerometer data (rigid body vehicle modes) as input exciting the CREPE, while the output-only processors for both single/multichannel processors are also shown. What is somewhat surprising is the ability of the single channel processor to extract the modal frequencies almost as well as the multichannel processors. However, since we only have two viable channels available, then the modes appear on both as weak, here coupling is not an issue nullifying the strength of the MIMO processors.
SUMMARY
In this paper we have investigated the performance of robust single/multichannel spectral estimation techniques for single input/single output (SISO) as well as multiple input/multiple output(MIMO) channel data using both input/output (OvM) and output-only processors. This choice for extracting the expected modal frequencies from noisy measurement data has the potential for real-time application and also provides a "data compression" feature that is desirable for bandlimited telemetry systems. The MIMO-data was processed using the identified state-space model of the mechanical system by both input/output as well as output only processors. Each of these approaches have a variety of trade-offs especially in the development of a real-time system as a target set.
We started by describing the sounding rocket experiment and objectives of: (1) sensor test/evaluation, and (2) the development of signal processing techniques for this application. After performing theoretical studies of the LLNL experimental test unit including the outputs from a sophisticated finite element (COMSOL) from synthesized time series, a ground test unit was developed to validate the theoretical models and test the processing techniques prior to flight testing. The results in both cases demonstrated the feasibility of the our approach and led to the hardware implementation and fielding of the LLNL-test unit on the sounding rocket for further validation and testing.
The sounding rocket data including all flight stages demonstrated the viability of the approach and led to significant algorithmic performance evaluation and analysis. Throughout the flight, the implemented hardware and software performed flawlessly delivering the desired time series data for postprocessing and evaluation-the actual objective of this particular campaign.
Analysis of the flight data illustrated that the development procedure of design/simulation/ground test provides a powerful approach to field testing of sensors and processing algorithms. Using the minor deck plate or thin plate (CREPE) attached under the deck plate structure with expected resonant frequencies, data obtained using the MEM microaccelerometers with embedded digitizers were able to perform quite well even under the high-g load of rocket flight. Here the majority of the structural modal frequencies were extracted from the noisy measurement data for both SISO/MIMO processors yielding excellent results as discussed in the report. A major surprise was the ability of the SISO-lattice (Burg) processor performance as comparable to that of the MIMO processors. However, this might be explained by the lack of channel data sets, since only two (2) CREPE channels (Zdirection) provided meaningful data for processing limiting the analysis.
We conclude that the sounding rocket flights provide a viable alternate to the more costly vehicle experiments especially with the limited objectives of sensor testing/signal processing algorithm development. More details of this work can be found in [19] .
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